Inside Out
e-lesson

Week starting: 21st January 2002

1.Scotland Quiz
On January 25th Scots at home and abroad celebrate the birth of their most famous poet
Robert (Rabbie) Burns. So, to mark Burns’ Night with our own little celebration, we've
put together a quiz on Scotland for your students to enjoy. There are two pages to print.
Click here to get your copies.
http://www.insideout.net/warehouse/worksheets/Jan/IO030S-scot.pdf
http://www.insideout.net/warehouse/worksheets/Jan/IO030S-scot.rtf
Level
Good Pre-intermediate and upwards
How to use the lesson
1. Divide the class into two teams, Team A and Team B. If there are more than ten
students in your class, divide them into four teams (Two Team As and two Team Bs).
2. Give each student in Team A a copy of Worksheet A and each student in Team B a
copy of Worksheet B. If possible, the two teams should be at some distance from the
other because the answers are clearly marked on the page, and they won't want the other
team to see the answers!
3. First, ask the two teams to read the questions in Part 1 and find an answer underneath.
Either check their answers yourself or copy the answers at the bottom of this page to give
them.
4. After they have checked the answers, tell your students they are going to prepare a
multiple-choice quiz for the other team. Refer them to Part 2, which shows an example of
the question format. Ask them to do the same for all the questions. If you have wordprocessing facilities, ask your students to type out their questionnaires.
5. When they have finished, teams exchange their quizzes and select what they think is
the correct answer for each question.
6. Check the answers as a team game with each team scoring one point for a correct
answer. The team with the most points is the winner.
Answers for Team A
1. Edinburgh 2. kilt 3. lake 4. haggis 5. Ben Nevis
7. Burns’ Night 8. Alexander Graham Bell 9. Russia
Answers for Team B
1. William Wallace 2. tartan 3. son of 4. barley
7. John Logie Baird 8. shortbread 9. Sassenach

6. 5 million

5. golf

6. bagpipes
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Follow up
For any more information on any of the above, check out the websites below for project
work or more quizzes.
2. Related Websites
Send your students to these websites, or just take a look yourself.
Here are some sites that carry information on the celebration of Burns’ Night as well as
general stuff about Robert Burns and Scotland.
http://www.rabbie-burns.com/theman/index.htm
all about Robert (Rabbie) Burns
http://www.geocities.com/traditions_uk/burnsnight.html
Burns’ Night and a couple of recipes
http://www.haggishunt.com/burnssuppers.cfm
all aboard for the haggis hunt
http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/home/scotland/scotland.html
all you want to know about Scotland, with lots of links
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